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The Social Network: Conflict In Motion 

 Upon its release in October 2010, David Fincher’s motion picture The Social Network got 

extremely acclaimed reviews, many of which praised the film for its constantly moving energy. 

Roger Ebert called it “cocksure, impatient, cold, exciting, and instinctively perspective.” The 

Guardian’s Peter Bradshaw wrote, “Fincher’s direction creates just the right intensity.” And 

Peter Travers at Rolling Stone called the film “a hard-charging beast of a movie with a full tank 

of creative gas that keeps it humming from start to finish.” There’s a pulsating energy through 

the whole two-hour film, created by a layered soundtrack, quick editing, and notably Aaron 

Sorkin’s witty dialogue spoken very quickly by the strong acting ensemble. But perhaps there’s 

another reason for the quickness of the film: its cause-and-effect story structure. 

 Within twenty seconds of the film’s start, we are launched into a conversation between 

Mark and Erica at a bar. It’s darkly lit, loud music’s playing, and there’s dozens of other students 

around. And in the middle of it all is this conversation with rapid-fire dialogue about what may 

or may not be a trivial matter. But at the end, once Erica breaks up with Mark and essentially 

tells him that they are no longer even friends, Mark takes action upon action to try to win back 

this girl’s heart. It’s almost as if this first scene, only a few minutes long (and just over eight 

pages on the screenplay), contains the whole first act. Erica’s leaving can serve as the inciting 

incident, and Mark’s subsequent disbelief, hurt, and urge to reconcile, serve as his point of no 

return that motivates him to do what he does. 

 And if that’s act one, the rest of the film up until the last ten minutes or so is a constantly 

moving act two, action following action following action. Mark starts blogging negatively about 



Erica. Then he decides to make the Facemash site that compares girls, causing Harvard’s 

network to crash. This seems like a personal victory, until he is caught and receives academic 

probation. But it leads him to meet Divya and the Winklevoss twins and agree to help them 

create the HarvardConnection. (This scene is probably the real start of the second act, in that it’s 

when Mark’s journey to creating Facebook begins—and when Mark sees the biggest opportunity 

for recognition.) Soon after, he goes to Eduardo with the idea for TheFacebook. Then he starts 

developing the site. Then he makes it public. Then the site explodes. Mark and Eduardo have hit 

a huge winning streak on their journeys, and it’s just beginning. The story briefly comes to a halt 

in its positives and creates tension when Eduardo discovers the cease-and-desist letter that Mark 

got from the Winklevoss’ and ignored. 

After hooking up with two girls one night, however, Mark sees Erica again and tries 

(unsuccessfully) to make amends. Her rejecting him is arguably the midpoint (albeit, an early 

one) of Mark’s journey, when he realizes that there’s more to be done. His next words to 

Eduardo: “We have to expand.” So he gets his team of guys together to spread the word to other 

schools, which gets Sean Parker’s attention. And as we briefly see the Winklevoss’ 

unsuccessfully try to get Harvard to act against Mark, he and Eduardo go looking for advertisers. 

Then they meet Sean, who gives them world-changing advice for their business.  

The several plot points following come out of Mark’s desire to take Sean’s advice. He 

decides to move to California. Then, as he hires interns, Eduardo creates a bank account for 

them. Then Sean finds Mark in California and promises to help him expand Facebook. It’s 

around this time that the Winklevoss’ and Divya discover Facebook to be a growing 

phenomenon and finally decide to sue Mark. It’s also at this point that Mark’s friendship with 

Eduardo starts to deteriorate. Eduardo travels separately to California after finding few 

advertisers and, feeling left out, eventually decides to go back and freeze the bank account. In the 

middle of several investments, however, Mark invites Eduardo back to sign a contract stating his 



shares of stocks. This all leads up to a party held at the new Facebook offices celebrating the 

millionth member on the site, followed by an after party. It’s here that Eduardo discovers his 

shares diluted and decides to sue Mark, and Sean is busted for doing drugs with minors, 

respectively, creating the film’s emotionally charged third act—as well as a short one; a scene 

where Mark calls Sean after the drug bust precedes the final scene, where Mark and Marilyn 

briefly talk after a day in court. 

There are also smaller events that happen in-between each of these that set up the story in 

a cause-and-effect chain, with one action leading to the next. And interspersed through all of 

them are flash-forwards to two separate boardrooms, where first Eduardo and then the 

Winklevoss’ and Divya are trying to sue Mark. These scenes give us the rest of the plot points 

that we need to know that can’t or don’t need to be detailed, as well as the tension between 

characters after everything has gone down. The subsequent energy of this story structure, 

combined with the quickly spoken dialogue and the layered technical aspects of the film, result 

in this creative, exciting, and even innovative movie that critics praised. 

Although the film is told in non-linear structure, the plot details are still revealed to us 

relatively in order. And because the actions start happening very early on in the story, and they 

don’t end until the very end, the conflict and the journey of Mark Zuckerberg stay in motion for 

almost the whole two hours. It makes for a thrilling, engaging film that, in its quickness and 

excitement, arguably represents best the very generation and medium that it portrays. 
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